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1 Introduction
Web traffic can highly vary between organizations with a similar number of users.
This guide will help you understand which your users demand to do a proper sizing
of your web security platform.
The guide applies to v4.3 and higher of the SECURE Web Gateway.

2 Overview
When sizing a web security platform, there are many different parameters to take
into account. For example, based on the traffic profile of a company, the data sizes
types can be completely different.
However, there are three key metrics to take into account when sizing a web
security platform:


Concurrent connections



Sustained bandwidth



Inspection policy

Each of them has an impact on the total performance and must be taken into
account when sizing the platform.

2.1 Concurrent connections
The number of concurrent connections is usually one of the hardest values to get,
even more, if there is no existing web security platform. They depend on the
concurrency, but also in the number of connections per connected user, both of
which are highly based on the traffic profile of the organization and users’ desktop
configuration.
Different traffic profiles also affect the average page size and how data types are
split across the traffic. This needs to be taken into account regarding the impact
when doing text analysis, as organizations with a multimedia profile might require
higher bandwidth, but less performance to enforce data loss prevention policies.
Based on what has been observed in our customer base, the peak values for these
parameters are summarized in the following table:
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Traffic
Profile:

Average

SaaS

Multimedia

Concurrency

10%

25%

15%

Connections/
user

5

7

9

Avg page size

3.6MB

4.8MB

9MB

Data Types
Distribution
per Page

Legend

So a 1500 users organization that does heavy use of multimedia content will
approximately have 1500 x 15% x 9 = 2025 concurrent connections. While a
similarly sized company with an average use of the Internet will only have 750
concurrent connections.
These values are approximate and must be taken as a reference rather than a final
value. It must also be taken into consideration that bigger the organization, the
lower the concurrency tends to be.

2.2 Sustained Bandwidth
Regarding the sustained bandwidth, some considerations must be taken into account
at peak times:


Bandwidth usage is typically around 80-90% of the total available bandwidth



HTTP/S bandwidth can highly vary but is typically around 60% of the overall
bandwidth usage of an organization



Outbound HTTP/S traffic is less than 10% of the total web browsing traffic

So depending on which type of inspection needs to be done, the bandwidth to
analyze can highly vary. For example, an average company with a 100 Mbps
connection to the Internet will typically require supporting a 51 Mbps HTTP/S
bandwidth at peak times. However, if only outbound traffic is to be inspected to
enforce DLP policies, still the same traffic will traverse the gateway, but just about 5
Mbps traffic will require being inspected.
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These figures should only be taken as a reference, and real traffic values must be
used instead to provide an accurate platform sizing.

2.3 Inspection policy
Organizations have different information security requirements. Some might require
inspecting traffic bi-directionally and doing in-depth analysis while others might only
need to inspect outbound traffic.
Within the inspection policy, performing lexical expression analysis has a bigger
impact than looking for specific data types. Moreover, using regular expressions
within lexical analysis has a more significant impact than using standard expressions.
Similarly, doing HTTPS inspection has a bigger impact on CPU usage than not doing
it. Applying per-user policies requires users to be authenticated, which heavily relies
on the responsiveness of the directory service used for that purpose. From a
resource perspective, it will impact memory, CPU and network usage.

2.4 Additional considerations
The SECURE Web Gateway can run on Clearswift provided servers, standard Intel
servers1 as well as on VMware. Regardless of the platform used, the expected
performance and available resources are similar.
It is a common mistake to provide fewer resources or less performant ones to a
virtual platform. While an architecture change like having a bigger number of
instances might be suitable, the platform should be able to provide the required
performance.

1

Please refer to Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 Catalogue for a list of certified Red Hat platforms for v4 Gateways:

https://access.redhat.com/ecosystem
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3 Sizing guidelines
3.1 Hardware sizing
Clearswift provides physical appliances with the Clearswift SECURE Web Gateway
preinstalled on them. Their performance and specifications should be used as
guidance to size a hardware platform:
Server Specification

Sustained
Peak
Peak
Bandwidth Bandwidth Connections

(A) 1 x Intel G3430 (Dual-core 3.30GHz), 4GB
RAM, 500GB SATA@7200

25 Mbps

30 Mbps

280

(B) 1 x Intel E3-1240 v3 (Quad-core 3.40GHz),
4GB RAM, 500GB SATA@7200

60 Mbps

75 Mbps

700

(C) 2 x Intel Xeon Gold 5122 (Quad-core
3.60GHz), 16GB RAM, 2x480 GB SSD

80 Mbps

110 Mbps

1000

Important:


The above figures are based on HTTP traffic, using a 200 Mbps Internet pipe
with off-box reporting enabled and the proxy cache disabled.



When the proxy cache is enabled, an SSD drive MUST be used. In this case,
the bandwidth will be lower than shown above.



For best performance when using multiple processors, it is recommended to
have a minimum of one DIMM (dual in-line memory module) per processor.

To select the appropriate server, both the bandwidth and peak connections should
be taken into account and be met or exceeded by the selected configuration.
It must be noted that a storage performance similar to the one provided by the
above specifications is critical for the SECURE Web Gateway to achieve the above
figures.
If the bandwidth or number of connections required is more than the limits delivered
by servers specified above, multiple servers can be used to meet the requirements.
The peak columns indicate the maximum values obtainable for short durations.

3.2 Virtual environments
The Clearswift SECURE Web Gateway can be deployed as a virtual gateway running
on VMware. The performance requirements are still the same, so it must be assured
that the platform provides adequate resources.
The SECURE Web Gateway is also very sensitive to waiting times for resources. That
means that any delay in obtaining access to resources because of the overhead of
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sharing resources with other virtual machines will result in a poor browsing
experience for users.
To avoid some of the problems usually found in virtual environments, the following
settings are recommended:


Use VMXNET3 network adapters



Install VMware tools for 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6



Use resource reservation to ensure the required resources are always
available for the SECURE Web Gateway



A bigger number of smaller VMs provide more flexibility to allocate the
required resources to run the Gateways



Ensure the VM gets a fast enough response, as this is one of the main causes
of low performance for Gateways running on virtual environments

Please remember that regardless of whether the SECURE Web Gateway runs on
VMware of physical hardware, the performance requirements stay the same.

3.3 Gateway Reporter
The server specification for the Gateway Reporter is determined by the amount of
storage required. Storage is calculated as the product of the number of days audit
data is retained, and the number of transactions audited across all Gateways.
The retention period, current database size and an average number of daily
transactions processed during the previous seven days are all displayed under
System > System settings > Report Data Settings.
Each transaction stored requires approximately 600 bytes of disk space.
Using the above, you can estimate the disk space required. For example,
270,500 transactions per day kept for 60 days will require:
270,500 transactions * 60 days * 600 bytes = 9,738MB or 9.7GB of disk
space

3.4 Inspection policy considerations
Once deployed, there are some policy components and system configurations
that can place additional processing demand on the SECURE Web Gateway,
affecting performance. The following section highlights these areas and provides
guidance on best practice.
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3.4.1 Lexical Analysis
The lexical analysis content rule i s mighty and can be used to identify
keywords and phrases within web content and file attachments. This rule also
allows complex regular expressions capable of identifying patterns within the text
– e.g., customer reference numbers – to be defined. Regular expression
processing requires more CPU power than searching for simple keywords such as
‘Top Secret.'
The SECURE Web Gateway allows the textual searching to be targeted at
particular parts of the web transfer rather than searching all the web content.
By being more specific about site type, file type, location within documents and
desired search direction, processing overheads and risk of identifying false
positives can be reduced. For example, you only need to search outbound web
traffic for sensitive phrases related to confidential business information.
To reduce performance overheads associated with textual searching, consider
how you can limit the areas searched to:


Particular types of sites and documents



Specific file types



Web page or document content, URL, HTTP header or even the header,
footer and properties of the document.

Note: Selecting ‘HTTP header’ and/or ‘Request URL’ is rarely needed. Searching
every HTTP header and every URL for a phrase will impact on performance,
therefore only select these after careful consideration.
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Direction – although inbound inspection might be required, data only leaks
out.

3.4.2 Database Optimization
There are two aspects of database optimization:
1. Rebuilding the database indexes:
By default, the index rebuilding is performed weekly, on Saturday at 21.00
hours. This day and time have been selected because it is out of hours
and therefore doesn’t impact the performance of the web proxy.
2. Shrinking the database:
Database shrinking means releasing redundant disk space occupied by
deleted rows in the database. This option should not be enabled unless
explicitly instructed to do so by Clearswift Customer Support.
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4 Sizing Examples
The following sizing examples use the guidelines provided in previous sections to
choose the appropriate hardware platform and instances for the organization
requirements.

4.1 Marketing company – 2000 users – 100 Mbps Internet
connection
Being a Marketing company, they make heavy use of online multimedia content, so
fall under the Multimedia profile. Their Internet link is 100 Mbps, and the utilization
is 80%. Out of this traffic, 65% is caused by browsing traffic.
According to the above requirements, this company will require:


Connections: 2000 users * 15% concurrency * 9 conn/user = 2700



Bandwidth: 100 Mbps * 80% * 65% = 52 Mbps

The required sustained bandwidth could be supported by one (C) type server.
However, the number of connections is over the supported ones on the same server,
so 3 x (C) servers would be required.

4.2 Standard company – 2000 users – 100 Mbps Internet
connection
This company does not have any particular activity that continuously requires
Internet and follows a Standard profile. Their Internet link is 100 Mbps, with a
utilization of 95%. A big part of this traffic is caused by a WAN connection to a
regional office, leaving 55% of this traffic used by browsing activity.
The requirements for this company are as follows:


Connections: 2000 users * 10% concurrency * 5 conn/user = 1000



Bandwidth: 100 Mbps * 95% * 55% = 52.25 Mbps

Both the number of connections and the required bandwidth are in line with what a
(C) server can provide, so one of them is enough to deal with their traffic
requirements.
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